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$W_{n}^{X}(s)$ , X $\sim$ ( :






99.9 % (Kumar and
Foufoula-Georgiou, 1994)
Kuroishi and Keller (2005)
Morlet
( ) $\omega_{0}$ (Torrence
and Compo, 1998) :
$4\pi s/(\omega_{0}+\sqrt{2+\omega_{0}^{2}})$ .
$s$ $\omega_{0}$
( ) 1. $157s$
2.2 Halo
Morlet Halo
















(wavelet squared coherency ; $WSC$ ) $X$
$Y$
$s$ , $n$
$W_{n}^{X}(s),$ $W_{n}^{Y}(s)$ $WSC$ $R_{n}^{2}(s)$ :
$R_{n}^{2}(s)=|S(W_{n}^{XY}(s)/s)|^{2}/\{S(|W_{n}^{X}(s)|^{2}/s)\cdot S(|W_{n}^{Y}(s)|^{2}/s)\}$




$S_{time}(W_{n}(s))|_{s} = (W_{n}(s)\cdot c_{1}\exp(-t^{2}/2s^{2}))|_{S}$
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1: Marine gravity difference field between a model obtained using marine gravity data
and an altimetry-derived model shown in the left panel, and gravity correction model in










2: Time series of tidal heights at Aburatsubo for the period 1978-2008 after remov-
ing ocean tides and oceanic response to atmospheric pressure change estimated using
BAYTAP - $G$ (taken from Kuroishi, 2012).
1 ABIC (Akaike’s
Bayesian Information Criterion; Akaike, 1980) lag
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3: Wavelet squared coherency (bottom panel) and its phase difference (to$P$ panel)
betwecn two time series of tidal heights at Aburatsubo and at Yokosuka for the period
1978-2008 (taken from Kuroishi, 2012). $BAYTAP-G$ was applied in advance to the time
series for removing ocean tides and oceanic response to atmospheric pressure change. The
Morlet wavelet is used in the analysis. Horizontal axes are the elapsed day since January
1, 1978 with ticks at a one-year interval and corresponding Fourier periods in days are






4: Time series of mean tidal heights at Aburatsubo for the period 1978-2008 smoothed
by removing the components coherent to those at Yokosuka, based on $WSC$ analysis
(taken from Kuroishi, 2012). Crosses are daily values and the solid curve is smoothed by
taking 11-days moving average of the daily values.
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